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Expanded ADEPT: Assisting, Developing, and Evaluating Professional Teaching
SCTS 4.0 for Classroom-based Teachers
Composite Calendar for 2021-2022 (Preliminary Period)
Date
8/9/21
By 10/1/21

10/4/21

By 11/12/21
12/10/21

12/13/2112/16/21
Conferences

12/17/21

Annual Teacher (Summative)
*Annual teacher should begin planning his/her Student Learning Objective (SLO) or
Professional Goal (PG)
*Attend Annual Expanded ADEPT Orientation with Teacher Support Specialists
*Inform peer evaluator(s) of the observation schedule (administrator)
*SLO or PG Preliminary Conferences due for all certified educators
*Preliminary Period Begins
*Observation Window Opens
*Conduct a pre-conference, announced observation, and post-conference (POP Cycle) with the
teacher (observers)
*Teacher will be notified of the observation date/time at least 5 school days in advance of the
observation (observers)
*Pre-conference must be scheduled and occur at least 2 school days prior to the observation
(observers)
*Provide observer a copy of the detailed lesson plan for the observed class at least 2 school
days prior to the Pre-Conference (teacher)
*Observations will cover the entire lesson and occur at least 1 week apart (observers)
*Submit the Self-Reflection via SCLead within 2 school days of each observation (teacher)
*Post-conference must be conducted within 5 school days of the observation, and all data and
signatures are entered in SCLead at the conference (observers)
*Note: The Post-Conference should not be held the same day as the observation as the teacher
has two school days to complete his/her Self-Reflection.
*Semester-long SLO Mid-Course Conferences due
*Observation Window Closes
*Complete Preliminary Professionalism Self-Review after December 1st (teacher)
*Complete Preliminary Professionalism Review after December 1st (administrator)
*Conduct a Consensus Meeting to discuss Preliminary Period observation evidence and
determine ratings (administrator & peer evaluator)
*Conduct Preliminary Conference with the teacher to discuss scores (administrator)
*All team members (administrator, peer evaluator, and teacher) will attend the conference and
sign documents in SCLead
*A PGDP will be developed by the team administrator and discussed during the conference, if
required
*Semester-long SLO Summative Conferences due
*Year-long SLO or PG Mid-Course Conferences due
*Preliminary Period Ends
*All documentation must be complete for the Preliminary Period
*Deficiency Letter (presented by the Principal) submitted to Human Resources, if applicable
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Expanded ADEPT: Assisting, Developing, and Evaluating Professional Teaching
SCTS 4.0 for Classroom-based Teachers
Composite Calendar for 2021-2022 (Final Period)
Date

1/5/22

3/10/22

3/11/223/16/22
Conferences

3/17/22

Annual Teacher (Summative)
*Final Period Begins
*Observation Window Opens
*Inform peer evaluator(s) of the observation schedule (administrator)
*Conduct an unannounced observation and post-conference (OP) with the teacher (observers)
*Observations will cover the entire lesson and occur at least 1 week apart (observers)
*Provide the observer a copy of the detailed lesson plan within 2 school days of each
observation (teacher)
*Submit the Self-Reflection via SCLead within 2 school days of each observation (teacher)
*Post-conference must be conducted within 5 school days of the observation, and all data and
signatures are entered in SCLead at the conference (observers)
*Note: The Post-Conference should not be held the same day as the observation as the teacher
has two school days to complete his/her Self-Reflection.
*Observation Window Closes
*Complete Final Professionalism Self-Review after March 1st (teacher)
*Complete Final Professionalism Review after March 1st (administrator)
*Conduct a Consensus Meeting to discuss Final Period observation evidence and determine
ratings (administrator & peer evaluator)
*Conduct Final Conference with the teacher to discuss the following ratings/scores:
Observation scores, Professionalism scores, SLO and/or PG, and complete PGDP (if required)
*All team members (administrator, peer evaluator, and teacher) will attend the conference to
sign documents (including the Results section) in SCLead
*Documentation must be complete in SCLead for the Final Period
*Year-long SLO or PG Summative Conferences due
*Final Period Ends
*Contract recommendations due to Human Resources
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Evaluation for Annual Summative Teachers Undergoing Evaluation
2021-2022
Goals and Beliefs
The South Carolina Department of Education’s system for Assisting, Developing, and Evaluating
Professional Teaching (ADEPT) grew out of the knowledge that good teaching is fundamental to student
academic growth and achievement. Implemented statewide in 1998, the ADEPT system has become a vital
part of the state’s overall teacher quality initiative.
Expanded ADEPT
The Expanded ADEPT (Assisting, Developing, and Evaluating Professional Teaching) Support and
Evaluation System for Classroom-Based Teachers (2018) is designed to continuously develop educators at
all performance levels through an evaluation system that is valid, reliable, and fair and that produces
actionable and constructive feedback to support professional growth. For purposes of this system, educator is
defined as a certified classroom teacher who plans, delivers, and assesses instruction over time. Expanded
ADEPT re-focuses the attention on intended student outcomes, allowing educators to align and strengthen
professional practice to support those intended student outcomes.
Expanded ADEPT for Annual Summative Evaluation Teachers
All South Carolina classroom-based Annual Summative teachers will undergo a comprehensive
summative evaluation. The purpose of summative formal evaluation is to ensure that a teacher is qualified
for advancement to a Professional teaching certificate and/or to become eligible for employment under a
Continuing contract. These teachers will receive two or more observations with conferences to evaluate and
score the SCTS 4.0 Indicators for the Planning, Instruction, Environment, and Professionalism domains.
Orientation
Before beginning the Preliminary Period, all Annual teachers, peer evaluators, and team
administrators must receive a comprehensive written and oral orientation to the summative evaluation
process. The orientation will include an explanation of Expanded ADEPT, the South Carolina Teaching
Standards 4.0 Rubric, SCLead, the summative evaluation process used with Annual teachers (data
collection, timeline, forms, etc.), and a review of individual responsibilities.
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Team Assignments
At the beginning of the school year, Teacher Support Specialists (TSS) will update a list of Annual
teachers undergoing evaluation for the next academic year that will be accessible by the principal. The
school principal or designee will assign a peer evaluator to each teacher for the evaluation process. The
Annual teacher will have two team members consisting of a peer evaluator and a team administrator. Highly
consequential teachers will have three team members consisting of two peer evaluators and a team
administrator.
The peer evaluator and team administrator are required to attend the South Carolina Teaching
Standards 4.0 Training and achieve a passing score on the assessment in order to be assigned to a team. In
the event that an administrator or peer evaluator at the school cannot be assigned, the TSS will assist the
principal in finding qualified team members.

SCTS 4.0 Rubric Indicators
There are twenty-three SCTS Indicators for classroom-based teachers. These Indicators are grouped
into four broad categories, or Domains:
Planning
• Instructional Plans
• Student Work
• Assessment

Instruction

Environment

Professionalism

• Standards & Objectives
• Motivating Students
• Presenting Instructional
Content
• Lesson Structure & Pacing
• Activities & Materials
• Questioning
• Academic Feedback
• Grouping Students
• Teacher Content
Knowledge
• Teacher Knowledge of
Students
• Thinking
• Problem Solving

• Engaging Students and
Managing Student
Behavior
• Expectations
• Environment
• Respectful Culture

• Growing & Developing
Professionally
• Reflecting on Teaching
• Community Involvement
• School Responsibilities

Each of these Indicators contains a set of Descriptors—the critical components of the Indicator.
Together, the Indicators and Descriptors establish the proficiency expectations for each Domain. The
Descriptors are not intended to be used as a checklist, but viewed holistically. Good teaching takes different
forms, depending on the content, the students, and the intended outcomes. Often, a variety of instructional
and assessment methods and approaches are equally viable. For this reason, a comprehensive rubric is used
for gauging teacher effectiveness.
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Sources of Evidence
All Expanded ADEPT evaluation systems must include multiple sources of evidence that reflect the
teacher’s typical performance relative to each of the SCTS Indicators.
Evidence must be collected from the following sources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

lesson plan for the observed lessons;
classroom observations;
reflections on instruction and student learning;
the Professional Review;
the Professional Growth and Development Plan (PGDP) if applicable;
the Student Learning Objective (SLO);
and Professional Goals (PG).
Student work from observed lessons to support indicator ratings.
(evaluators may request student work from observed lessons to support indicator ratings)

SCLead
SCLead.org is an online database management system that stores certified teacher evaluation
data. The team administrator and the Annual teacher will complete documents in SCLead. All
documentation must be signed and completed by the teacher, peer evaluator(s), and the team administrator
by the deadline listed on the Composite Calendar.

Lesson Plans and Pre-Conferences
During the Preliminary Period, the peer evaluator and team administrator will each conduct a
minimum of one announced observation. The observer will schedule a Pre-Conference, Observation, and a
Post-Conference date with the teacher.
The teacher will be notified of the observation date and time at least five school days in advance of
the planned observation. He/she will submit a detailed lesson plan to the observer for the scheduled
lesson within two school days of the Pre-Conference. The lesson plan format should meet the team
administrator’s requirements for the evaluation process. The observer will review the lesson plan in
preparation for the Pre-Conference. The optional Pre-Conference Planning Sheet (Appendix A) in SCLead is
found in the Observation tab.
The observer will conduct the Preliminary Period observation within two school days of the PreConference. Absent unusual circumstances (weather, absences, illness, etc.) announced observations should
occur no later than two school days following the Pre-Conference. If the observer is unable to observe
the scheduled lesson, a new Pre-Conference must be scheduled and conducted. Upon completion of the
observation, the teacher may submit a revised lesson plan to the observer, if needed. Additional lesson plans
in the same unit as the observed lesson may be requested by the observer.
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Classroom Observations
The observers must each conduct a minimum of one full classroom observation during the
Preliminary Period. A full lesson encompasses the beginning, middle, and end of the lesson. The
observation will be in a subject for which the teacher is certified. The POP cycle (Pre-Conference,
Observation, and Post-Conference) will be completed before another cycle begins, and cycles may not
overlap.
The observer may schedule more than one POP cycle during the Preliminary Period, if needed.
He/she may also complete more than one Observation and Post-Conference (OP) cycle during the Final
Period, if needed. Information obtained through walk-through observations may not be used in determining
final results. Following the observation, the teacher must complete the Post-Conference Teacher Reflection
in SCLead and submit it within two school days of the observation.
▪

Virtual Academy Teachers Only

Observations for Virtual Academy teachers will be conducted by the Virtual Academy administrator.
However, the peer evaluator does not have to teach at the Virtual Academy. The teacher must provide the
observers a link to access his/her classroom. The observer should log in using the link and must be able to
hear and see teacher and student responses, in addition to viewing student work samples, if available. All
other evaluation requirements regarding deadlines and procedures apply to Virtual Academy teachers.

Evidence Collection
The observers must maintain evidence to substantiate the scores given. Observers may script using
paper/pencil or use an electronic device to collect evidence during the observation. The Scripting feature in
SCLead and Evidence Sheets (Appendix B) may be used to collect observation documentation but are not
required. In face-to-face instruction, audio and video recordings of or during the lesson are NOT permitted.

After the Observation and Post-Conference
A Post-Conference will be held within five school days of the observed lesson to discuss the
teacher’s reflection and the observer’s data. This conference will assist the teacher in identifying his/her
Refinement and Reinforcement areas. The Post-Conference Planning Sheet (Appendix C) may be used by
the observers to guide the Post-Conference discussion. The teacher and observer should sign all documents
in SCLead during the Post-Conference.
Note: The Post-Conference should not be held the same day as the Observation as the teacher
has two days to complete his/her Self-Reflection.
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Observation and Post-Conference Requirements
Observer
•

•
•

•

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
•

•
•

•

Teacher

The observer will notify the teacher of the lesson
to be observed and schedule a Pre-Conference
with the teacher at least 5 school days in advance
of the lesson.
The observer will observe a complete lesson,
beginning, middle, and end.
Following the observation, the observer will
analyze his/her observation data, the teacher’s
detailed lesson plan and Self-Reflection in
preparation for the Post-Conference.

•

The observer will complete the following in
SCLead under the Observer Reflection and
Refinement section:
Select one Reinforcement Indicator from the drop
down menu (an indicator that is a strength and
should be continued)
Select one Refinement Indicator from the drop
down menu (an indicator that is an area of
growth)
Enter the Reinforcement Objective
Enter the Refinement Objective
Enter the Reflection on Observation

•

The observer will place the teacher’s scores in
the Scripting and Scoring section in SCLead and
meet with the teacher within five school days of
the observed lesson to discuss the lesson.
The observer will sign all documents in SCLead
at the Post-Conference.
At the end of the Preliminary and Final
evaluation period, the team administrator and
peer evaluator will meet to reach consensus on
the final ratings. The team administrator will
place the consensus scores in SCLead.
All team members will attend the meeting where
the final scores are shared with the teacher. All
members sign the results in SCLead.

•

•

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

•
•
•

The teacher will submit a detailed lesson plan for
the observed lesson within 2 school days of the PreConference.
Following the observation, the teacher will
complete the Self-Reflection under the Observation
tab in SCLead within 2 school days, unless an
extension is approved by the observer.

The teacher will complete the following in
SCLead under the Educator Reflection and
Refinement section:
Select one Reinforcement Indicator from the drop
down menu (an indicator that is a strength and
should be continued)
Select one Refinement Indicator from the drop
down menu (an indicator that is an area of
growth)
Enter the Reinforcement Objective
Enter the Refinement Objective
Enter the Teacher Reflection on Observation
The teacher will meet with the observer within five
school days of the observed lesson to discuss the
lesson.
The teacher will sign all documents in SCLead at
the Post-Conference.
At the end of the Preliminary and Final evaluation
period, the teacher meets with the team to discuss
final results.
The teacher signs the final results in SCLead.

Final Period Observations
Final observations will be unannounced and must be followed by a Post-Conference within five
school days. Since observations are unannounced during the Final Period, a Pre-Conference will not be held.
The observer should review the lesson plan during the observation. If the lesson plan is not available during
the observation, the teacher should submit it to the observer within 2 school days of the observed lesson.
Following the lesson, the teacher and observer will follow the same procedures as Preliminary Period.
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Post-Conference Teacher Self-Reflection
Following each required observation, the teacher must complete a Post-Conference Observation
Form in SCLead. The purpose is to allow the teacher to reflect on the observed lesson and provide selfscores for Indicators in the Planning, Instruction, and Environment Domains.
All reflections are to be submitted to the observer within two school days following the observation,
unless an extension is approved by the observer. The teacher’s self-reflection will be used in preparing for
the Post-Conference.

Professionalism
During the summative evaluation period, the team administrator will complete the Professionalism
Review in SCLead in the Professionalism tab for the Preliminary and Final Period. The teacher will
complete the Professionalism Self-Review in SCLead in the Professionalism tab for the Preliminary and
Final Period. The team administrator and teacher will sign all Professionalism Reviews in SCLead at the
conclusion of the Preliminary and Final Period.
The purpose of this review is to generate evaluation ratings for Indicators in the Professionalism
Domain of the SCTS 4.0 rubric. This review leads the teacher to reflect on his/her professional performance.
Note: The Preliminary Period Professionalism Review (team administrator) and Professionalism
Self-Review (teacher) should be completed and signed between December 1-December 10, 2021. The
Final Period Professionalism Review and Professionalism Self-Review should be completed and signed
between March 1-March 10, 2022.

Students Learning Objective (SLO) and Professional Goal (PG)
All teachers who instruct 6 or more students will write one Student Learning Objective (SLO).
The SLO will be required annually of all classroom-based teachers and the team administrator will review
and score (Appendix E) the SLO as supporting evidence for the teacher’s overall Final Period rating.
The SLO overall rating will be included in the teacher’s final results in SCLead. If a teacher instructs
less than 6 students, the team administrator will click Skip SLO in SCLead, and the teacher will complete
one Professional Goal (PG).
The SLO serves to measure the impact of teaching performance on student growth, determined by
the teacher’s ability to set appropriate goals for student learning and development, accurately measure and
analyze student growth, and plan, implement, and adjust instruction to ensure maximum student progress.
A Preliminary, Mid-Course, and Summative Conference with the SLO administrator must be held
with the teacher and documented in SCLead. The Mid-Course Conference may be conducted during an
existing data team, professional learning community, department, grade-level, or other collaborative
meeting. The SLO Summative Conference may be held in conjunction with the Final Period Conference.
The administrator must add the SLO Rating/Score to the Results tab in SCLead by the Final
Period Conference (see Composite Calendar).
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Note: The SLO interval of instruction must cover the entire length of the course (year, semester, or
quarter long) and must include the window of dates for the pre and post assessment.
Length of
Evaluation

Criteria
I teach:

Year
SLO

•
•
•

6 or more students
a year-long course
same students all year

Semester
SLO

•
•
•

6 or more students
a semester-long course
new students each
semester

Length of
Evaluation

Criteria
I have:
•

Year
Professional
Goal

•
•

less than 6 students in
a given course/class
a role as a coach or
interventionist
instructional
responsibilities that do
not include grading

Preliminary
Conference

Mid-Course
Conference

Summative
Conference

By 10/20/21

By 12/16/21

During Final
Conference or by
3/16/22

By 10/20/21

By 11/12/21

By 12/16/21

Preliminary
Review

Mid-Year
Review

Final Review

By 10/20/21

By 12/16/21

During Final
Conference or by
3/16/22

Professional Growth and Development Plan (PGDP)
A Professional Growth and Development Plan will be developed if a teacher receives any Needs
Improvement and/or Unsatisfactory rating(s) at the end of the Preliminary Period. The team administrator
will develop an appropriate Professional Growth and Development Plan. The plan must include the
Refinement area(s) that were identified during the Preliminary Period Conference. The team administrator
will write the PGDP in the Professional Goals section of SCLead. The title should include: PGDP, the
teacher’s name, and the year. For example - PGDP: Sophie Brooks 2021-2022. The administrator and
teacher should sign the plan during the Preliminary Period, Mid-Year Review, and Final Period.
If multiple areas of Refinement were identified, the areas should be prioritized so that no more than
three areas are to be addressed at any given time. If the teacher scores Proficient or Exemplary on all
areas of the rubric, a PGDP is not required.

Preliminary and Final Period Conferences
•

Preliminary Period Conference

The peer evaluator is responsible for assigning ratings for the 19 Indicators from the Planning,
Instruction, and Environment Domains from the SCTS 4.0 rubric. The team administrator is responsible
for assigning all 23 Indicators from the Planning, Instruction, Environment, and Professionalism Domains
from the SCTS 4.0 rubric.
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At the end of the Preliminary evaluation period, the team administrator and peer evaluator will meet
to reach consensus on the final ratings. The team administrator will enter the consensus scores in SCLead.
The team administrator and teacher will complete the Preliminary Professionalism Reviews in
SCLead between December 1-10, 2021.
The team administrator will schedule the Preliminary Conference with the teacher to provide
written and oral feedback relative to each Indicator. All team members will attend the meeting where final
scores are shared with the teacher. The administrator will write a PGDP in SCLead, if required. If
applicable, the teacher may include Refinement goals in his/her SLO during the Final Period. At the
conclusion of the conference, all members sign the results in SCLead.
The peer evaluator and team administrator determine the status of the teacher’s development using
the SCTS 4.0 Rubric. If the Annual Summative teacher receives 3 or more ratings of Needs
Improvement or any Unsatisfactory rating, he/she will receive a Deficiency Letter. The principal is
responsible for issuing a Deficiency Letter to the teacher by the date specified on the Composite Calendar.
A private conversation should be held with the teacher to discuss the Deficienty Letter. A copy of the
Deficiency Letter must be submitted to the Human Resources Department according to the date specified on
the Composite Calendar and the principal must maintain a copy.
Note: An Annual Summative teacher who previously taught out of state, scored Proficient or higher
during the Preliminary observations on all SCTS indicators, and holds a South Carolina Professional
teaching certificate, may have Final Period observations waived at the discretion of the team administrator.
However, the Professionalism Domain must be completed by the team administrator in both Preliminary
(December 2021) and Final Period (March 2022).
•

Final Period Conference

The team administrator and peer evaluator will meet again at the end of the Final Period to reach
consensus on the final ratings. The team administrator will enter the consensus scores in SCLead.
The team administrator and teacher will complete the Final Professionalism Reviews in SCLead
between March 1-10, 2022.
The team administrator will schedule the Final Conference with the teacher and peer evaluator. At
the conference, the teacher will be informed of his/her final ratings on all 23 indicators. The Annual
Summative teacher should score Proficient or Exemplary in all indicators. If the teacher receives any
Needs Improvement or Unsatisfactory ratings, he/she will have a principal directed PGDP for the
following year that addresses these growth areas. All Professional Goals will be recorded in SCLead. In the
event that teacher’s results are NOT MET overall, he/she will repeat the evaluation process the following
year. This teacher’s evaluation will include a three-member team, and be Highly Consequential, Summative
Formal Evaluation. The principal may or may not recommend the teacher for a contract the following
year.
The team administrator and teacher will sign all final documents in SCLead. The teacher’s signature
does not indicate that he/she agrees with the results, only that he/she has received an explanation of the
evaluation. A PDF copy of the results may be printed.
Annual Summative teachers can access their SLO ratings, PGDP (if applicable), Professional Goals,
Final Conference data, observer comments, etc. in the Results section at SCLead. A PDF copy of the results
may be printed.
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Expanded ADEPT
Appendix
2021-2022
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Appendix A: Pre-Conference Planning Sheet – (Completed by Observer)
TEACHER NAME:

GRADE/SUBJECT:

____________

DATE:

CONFERENCE INTRODUCTION/GREETING
✓ Greeting / Set the Tone
✓ Establish the length of the conference (~10-20 minutes)
✓ Review the Process
• Purpose is to give the observer an opportunity to get more context and begin
collecting evidence about the upcoming lesson
• We will think through together any issues that might impact the lesson. .
✓ Ask a general question
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE LESSON

CLOSING
✓ Summary of next steps (if needed)
✓ Confirm logistics for observation (when, where, where observer can sit)
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Appendix B: Evidence Sheet (Planning Domain)
Lesson: _________________________________________ Date: ___________________
Planning
Evidence Notes

Indicators

Instructional
Plans

Student
Work

Assessment

17

Scores

Appendix B: Evidence Sheet (Instruction Domain)
Instruction
Evidence Notes

Indicators

Standards and
Objectives

Motivating
Students

Presenting
Instructional
Content

Lesson Structure
and Pacing

18

Scores

Instruction
Evidence Notes

Indicators

Activities and
Materials

Questioning

Academic
Feedback

Grouping
Students

19

Scores

Instruction
Evidence Notes

Indicators

Teacher Content
Knowledge

Teacher
Knowledge
of Students

Thinking

Problem
Solving

20

Scores

Appendix B: Evidence Sheet (Environment Domain)
Environment Domain
Evidence Notes

Indicators

Expectations

Engaging
Students and
Managing
Student
Behavior

Environment

Respectful
Culture

21

Scores

Appendix C: Post-Conference Planning Sheet – (completed by Observer)
Teacher: _______________________________________

Grade/Subject:

______________

Date: _________________________________________

Time: _______________________________________

CONFERENCE INTRODUCTION/GREETING
✓ Greeting / Set the Tone
✓ Establish the Length of the Conference
✓ Review the Process
• Purpose is to reflect on the lesson observed and to focus on best practice professional
development
• We will reflect on a strength of the lesson observed (area of reinforcement)
• We will then identify an area of reinforcement we want to strengthen, and an area that could have
extended student learning (area of refinement).
✓ Ask a General Question
REINFORCEMENT PLAN:
✓
Objective:

Questions for Teacher Reflection:

Evidence from lesson that indicates strong support of
student learning. (at least 3 examples)

REFINEMENT PLAN:
Objective:

Questions for Teacher Reflection:

Evidence from lesson that indicates needed support
for student learning. (at least 3 examples)

SUPPORT PLAN

CLOSING
✓ Restate area of Refinement and Reinforcement
✓ Share Scores
✓ Sign Documentation
✓ Closing statement
22

Appendix D: South Carolina Teaching Standards

Domain Weightings
o Planning = 20%
o Instruction = 50%
o Environment = 20%
o Professionalism = 10%
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Appendix E: Student Learning Objective (SLO) and Scoring
The SLO will be required annually of all classroom-based teachers and used as an
artifact to support the SCTS indicators. At the conclusion of the evaluation period,
the teacher’s SLO score is used as a modifier for the teacher’s overall evaluation
rating.
•
•
•

An SLO score of 4 will increase the teacher’s overall evaluation rating by .25
an SLO score of 1 will decrease the teacher’s overall evaluation rating by -.25
SLO scores of 2 and 3 are to have no bearing on the teacher’s overall evaluation rating.
If the teacher fails to complete the SLO, the teacher will score a 1 on the SLO, resulting in a
decrease of the overall evaluation rating of -.25.
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Appendix F: Student Learning Objective (SLO) Template
& Professional Goal (PG) Template
*entered in SCLead*
Professional development goals must be established by the teacher and must be supportive of district
strategic plans and school renewal plans.*
☐
A Student Learning Objective (SLO) serves as the PGDP. (Section I only)
☐
An SLO serves as one of multiple goals of the PGDP. (Section I and II)
☐
A Teacher Leadership Goal (TLG) serves as the PGDP. (Section II only)
Section I. Student Learning Objective (SLO)
Teacher Name:

School:

SLO Evaluator Name:

SLO Interval (circle): Year or Semester

Grade Level:

SLO Content Area/Focus Class:

I. Student Population and Baseline
a. What do I already know about the students in my focus class?
Information could include the number of students, a description of students with exceptionalities (e.g.,
learning disability, gifted and talented, and/or language learner status), easily accessible reports of
last year’s performance, information from the Rally Analytics platform, etc. This should require
reflection, not extensive research.
b. What do I know about the support my students will need to be successful in this class/content
area?
Response could include information from spring, summer, or fall assessments.
II. Priority Standard and Learning Objective
a. Identify one to two high priority content standard(s) and indicators or Competencies for the Profile
of a SC Graduate that will provide the basis of the SLO learning objective. Consider using math or
English priority standards. Other content areas may consider a skill- or practice-based standard that
spirals back multiple times.
b. Related to that priority standard or competency, what should students be able to do at the end of
the SLO interval?
The Learning Objective should be aligned with course- or grade-level content standards or the
Competencies for the Profile of a SC Graduate The goal should be broad enough to capture essential
skills but focused enough to be measurable. Alternatively, educators may set a growth goal using
existing data team structures or the Rally platform.
c. What evidence of growth will tell me that a student has met this learning objective?
Consider what formative and summative assessment data is already collected as part of your course
that can be used to measure this objective. Multiple measures and incorporation of existing
assessments are encouraged. This evidence can be connected to existing data team/PLC structures or
work with the Rally platform.
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III. Instructional Strategies and Inclusive Learning Environment
a. When I consider my professional practice and growth, what is one instructional practice that will be
my focus connected to this professional goal? Why?
b. Which SCTS 4.0 Rubric Indicator(s) is most connected to this instructional practice?
Choose an item.
c. Student success is deeply connected to the learning environment. Which inclusive learning practice
is most connected to your planning for a positive learning environment? Choose an item.
d. When you think about this group of students and this content, how will this strategy help you
intentionally create a positive classroom community that helps all students take risks and grow as
independent learners?
IV. Mid-Course Progress Monitoring
This conference and reflection can be incorporated into a department, grade-level, PLC, or other
collaborative meeting.
a. Educator Reflections. How did you monitor students’ mastery of the learning objective? How has
your instructional practice impacted students so far?
b. General Reflections.
The educator and evaluator may add additional reflections here.
V. End of Year Conference Reflection
a. Evidence that students showed growth as established by the SLO goal and conferences.
b. Reflection on Data
How does the data inform my instructional practice, goal setting, or my professional development plan
for next year?
c. SLO Rating

Conference

Date

Signatures

SLO Preliminary Conference
SLO Mid-Course Conference
SLO Summative Conference
South Carolina Department of Education 2021
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Section II. Professional Goal
Goal Name:
South Carolina Teaching Standard Indicator(s):
Choose an item.
Goal:
Should be SMART: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Time-bound
Goal Strategies:
What will I do to accomplish my goal?
Goal Outcome:
What good will result when this goal is accomplished?
Goal Evidence:
Evidence that the evaluator will consider in determining goal progress or accomplishment. Evidence may
be added in “Attachments.”
Goal Alignment:
Reflect on how this goal is related to district strategic plans, school renewal plans, or student growth.
Preliminary Review (to be completed by the supervisor based on the evidence)
___The educator has met the above goal.
___The educator is making satisfactory progress toward achieving this goal.
___The educator is not making satisfactory progress toward achieving this goal.
Comments
Teacher
Team
Administrator

Date
Date

Mid-Year Review (to be completed by the supervisor based on the evidence)
___The educator has met the above goal.
___The educator is making satisfactory progress toward achieving this goal.
___The educator is not making satisfactory progress toward achieving this goal.
Comments
Teacher
Team
Administrator

Date
Date

Final Review (to be completed by the supervisor based on the evidence)
___ The educator has met the above goal.
___ The educator is making satisfactory progress toward achieving this goal.
___ The educator is not making satisfactory progress toward achieving this goal.
Comments
Teacher
Team
Administrator

Date
Date
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Appendix G: SCLead Login Information and Technical Support

*The website for SCLead is: https://sclead.org/
*If you need technical support for SCLead, use the Online
Support Form at: https://sclead.org/Help/Support
*You may also call them at (877) 314-1412.
*If you use the “Forgot Password” option, the reply will most
likely NOT go to your Inbox. Check your Other, Clutter, or Junk
folder.
* The SCLead account holder is the only person who is able to
access his/her login information. For your records, please
complete the SCLead login information below or store your
information in a secure location.
Username or Email
Password
Orientation Date
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Appendix H: 2021-2022 Observation and Conference Team Planning Sheet
Teacher:
School/Room #:

Team Members
(Team admin, peer evaluator(s),
and teacher)

Suggested Observation Schedule
(subject/date/time of observation)

Fall 2021

Spring 2022

(October 4-December 10)

(January 5-March 10)

Preliminary Conference

Final Conference

(December 13-16)

(March 11-16)

_______________

_______________

Team Administrator Name:
Peer Evaluator Name:
Peer Evaluator Name:
(if applicable)

Conference Dates

•
•

•
•

Each team member must conduct at least one announced POP (Pre-Conference,
Observation, and Post-Conference) cycle during the Preliminary Period. Each observation
must cover the entire lesson (beginning, middle, and end).
Each team member must conduct at least one unannounced OP (Observation and PostConference) cycle during the Final Period. Each observation must cover the entire lesson
(beginning, middle, and end).
All observations must be followed with a Post-Conference within 5 school days.
Observations must be conducted a minimum of one week (7 calendar days) apart.
Observation cycles may NOT overlap.
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